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Seminar abstract

The focus of this talk is on the challenges faced in the development of watt-level solid-state amplifiers capable of operating at a frequency of 1THz and above. One of the most significant challenges is the development of transistors that are capable of delivering substantial RF power gain when operating at 1THz and above. A major portion of this talk will describe a transistor structure developed by Prof. Liu at CMU that evolved from the idea of a metal-base transistor that was originally developed in the 1960's -- the All-Metal-Terminal Hot-Electron transistor (AMTHET). Experimental results and analyses will be presented indicating that AMTHETs have the potential to achieve significant RF power gain at frequencies above 1THz. Unfortunately, the AMTHET device fabrication requires the formation of four high-quality abrupt heterojunctions between metal and semiconductor layers. The talk will next consider several approaches for fabricating such devices and show some initial results. The talk will conclude by considering the thermal design issues involved in bringing a large array of transistors together in order to achieve RF output power levels on the order of 1 Watt. The talk will consider and contrast two approaches to solving the thermal issues resulting from such high power operation.
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